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Abstract: The level structure of 167Er and the de-excitation mechanism in this nucleus have been
studied by radiative capture of thermal neutrons in 166Er. High-resolution measurements of
the gamma-ray spectrum have been performed using a Ge(Li) anti-Compton spectrometer in
the low-energy region and a Ge(Li) pair spectrometer for the high-energy transitions. Coin
cidence relationships have been obtained from measurements with a Ge(Li)-NaI(Tl) coin
cidence apparatus. The target was Er203 enriched to 95.6 %in 166Er thus corresponding to a
cross-section contribution of (68.8 !~:~) %for 166Er. More than 350 gamma-ray lines have been
detected in the spectrum. Isotope assignment has been achieved by comparison of the spectra
with those obtained from a sampie of natural erbium. The high accuracy of the data and the
coincidence results allow the construction of a transition diagram up to 1.5 MeV excitation
energy. A large number of the observed energy levels have been assigned to specific con
figurations and their superimposed rotational bands. Detailed analysis of the data suggests
considerable mixing betweell Nilsson states and the quadrupole vibrations Q22, Q2-2 alld Q20'

Theoretical calculatiolls have been performed which take into accoullt pair correlations, quasi
partic1e-phonon illteraction, rotation-vibration illteraction alld Coriolis coupling. It is shown
that neglect of pair correlations leads to uureasonable matrix elements. While quasipartic1e
phonon interaction and Coriolis coupling have decisive illfiuence on the level structure and the
de-excitation mechanism, the effects due to rotation-vibration interaction are in general small.
The model -predicts the energy and structure ofindividual levels, branching ratios far gamma-ray
transitions, multipole mixtures and partial gamma-ray half-lives. In most cases, good agreement
is achieved between the theoretical calculations and the experimental results. The neutron sep
aration energy was found to be 6436.15 ±0.48 keV.

E NUCLEAR REACTIONS 166Er(n,y), E = th; measured Er..' Ly , yy-coin; deduced Q.
167Er deduced levels, J, 7/;. Enriched target, Ge~Li) detectors.

1. Introduction

With increasing quantity and detail of experimental data on nuclear excitations
the simple picture that assumes pure nuclear states with neglect of configuration
mixing leads to serious disagreement between theoretical predictions and empirical
results. In order to arrive at a better understanding of the various phenomena,

t Visiting scientist from Junta de Energia Nuc1ear, Ciudad Universitaria, Madrid.
tt Present address: Bundesministerium für Wissenschaft und Bildung, Bonn.
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systematic experimental and theoretical studies are required. The rapid development
of experimental techniques in gamma-ray spectroscopy has made feasible detailed
investigations of nuc1ear structure by means of the radiative neutron capture process.
In arecent paper on thermal neutron capture in 168Yb we have pointed out the oc
currence of considerable band mixing effects in 169Yb (ref. 1)). Similar resuIts have
also been published on 165Dy (ref. 2)). The purpose ofthe present work is to describe
experimental data obtained from the (n, y) reaction for the isotonic nuc1eus 167Er,
to provide a brief summary of theoretical considerations on this nuc1eus within the
framework of the unified model and to discuss some obvious consequences of band
mixing on the de-excitation mechanism.

As yet no exhaustive investigation ofthe 167Er neutron capture transition diagram
has been performed. Most of the available data have come from studies with the Ris0
bent crystal spectrometer 3) and with a Ge(Li) pulse-height spectrometer 4). In the
first study 47lines of the low-energy spectrum were assigned to 167Er and 24 tran
sitions were fitted into a level scheme. The second work examined the high-energy
spectrum above 4330 keV using a sampie ofvery high enrichment (99.97 %). The most
recent investigations of 167Er levels by means of charged-partic1e reactions are
those given in refs. 5,6). The decay of 167Ho (3 h) and 167Tm (9.6 d) to 167Er has
recently been studied with Ge(Li) and scintillation counters both in single and coin
cidence mode 7). As to the earlier works we refer to the literature cited in refs. 3-7).

In spite of these various investigations the information on the 16 7Er level structure
in the energy range up to 1.5 MeV has remained incomplete. In particular, the data
on the de-excitation mechanism at medium and higher energies were still limited.
While in the decay studies preferably low-energy e67Tm) or high-spin states e67Ho)
are populated, the (n, y) reaction is especially convenient for investigating levels with
low spin irrespective of their energy, since the capture state has spin and parity 1-+.

The application of a Ge(Li) detector in Compton suppression technique allows the
extension ofthe bent crystal high-resolution studies to higher gamma-ray energies and
the favourable response characteristics of such a device make reliable checks on the
isotope assignment of the observed transitions much less tedious. Therefore, it was
feit useful to reinvestigate thoroughly the reaction 166Er(n, y)167Er.

Theoretically, several attempts have been made in the past to extend the Nilsson
model for deformed odd-mass nuc1ei 8-1 0). In particular, the studies which take into
account quasipartic1e-phonon interaction and pair correlations have brought about a
considerable improvement of the theory 9,10). For a comparison with experimental
data it is desirable to inc1ude all possible interactions between the various modes of
nuc1ear motion into such considerations. A model which has proved to be ver'y
successful in interpreting the experimental resuIts has been described elsewhere 1,11).
In the present research the calculations are extended to the nuc1eus 167Er. The model
inc1udes quasipartic1e-phonon interaction, Coriolis coupling, rotation-vibration
interaction and pairing correlations.
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2. Experimental procedure
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2.1. TARGET

The measurements on 167Er have been performed with a sampie ofEr2 0 3 enriched
to 95.6 %in 166Er. In spite of this relatively high enrichment care had to be taken in
the isotope assignment of the gamma-ray lines. Due to the unfavourable cross section,
the capture contribution of 166Er was only 68.8 %. The main interference resulted
from the target nucleus 167Er which contributed with 31.1 % to the total capture
cross section. Neutron capture in other erbium isotopes was negligible. The abun
dances of the isotopes in the sampie together with the cross sections are summarized
in table 1. In order to obtain a reliable isotope assignment each run was repeated with a
target of natural erbium. More than 350 gamma-ray lines have been observed from
the enriched sampie. Details on the reaction 167Er(n, y)168Er are given elsewhere 13).

TABLE 1

Isotopic composition of the 166Er sampie and relative cross-section contributions

Isotope

162Er

164Er

166Er

167Er
168Er

170Er

a) Ref. 12).

Atomic %

< 0.01

0.06

95.6 ± 0.1

2.99± 0.05

1.07± 0.05

0.24± 0.02

Capture cross section
for thermal neutrons a)

(b)

2.0 ± 0.2

1.65± 0.17

45 ± 9

650 ±30

2.03± 0.41

9 ± 2

Relative cross-section
contribution

(%)

< 0.001

< 0.002

68.8 ::~:~

31.1 ::t<\.
0.035::8:m

0.035::8:m

The data were also examined carefully for the possibility of contributions from
likely chemical contaminants and, in fact, severallines were identified as arising from
Sm and Gd isotopes.

2.2. SPECTROMETERS AND DATA PROCESSING

High-resolution measurements of the neutron capture gamma-ray spectrum have
been performed using a Ge(Li) anti-Compton spectrometer 14-16) in the energy
range 125 to 1710 keV and a Ge(Li) five-detector pair spectrometer 2) for transitions
with energies above 2480 keV. Coincidence relationships have been studied by means
of a Ge(Li)-NaI(Tl) coincidence system 17) coupled to an on-line computer 18).
The data reported here were taken in 1967.

The anti-Compton spectrometer consisted of a 5 cm3Ge(Li) diode, a 50 cm 0 x
40 cm plastic scintillator of type NE 102 A and a 10.160 x 15.24 cm NaI(Tl) detector
placed at Compton scattering angles around 0°. For the 662 keV 137CS gamma ray
the peak-to-Compton ratio was 73 : 1. The ratio photopeak height to Compton
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minimum was about 150: 1. Compton events from high-energy gamma rays were
suppressed with high efficiency by the NaI(Tl) counter and by pulse-shape dis
crimination applied to the germanium detector signals. The energy resolution was
1.62 keV FWHM including 10ng-term instabilities. Spectra were analysed using modi
fied Gaussian functions which take into account the 10w-energy tail ofthe photopeaks.
The energy calibration is based on the following standards:

57CO

192Ir

88y

H(n, y)

136.48 ±0.08 keV (ref. 19»),

295.938±0.009 keV (ref. 20»),
316.486±0.01O keV (ref. 20»),

661.595±0.076 keV (ref. 21»),

1173.226±0.040 keV (ref. 20»),
1332.483±0.046 keV (ref. 20»),

898.01 ±0.07 keV (ref. 21»),
1836.08 ±0.07 keV (ref. 21»),

2223.29 ±0.07 keV (ref. 22»).

All spectra were carefully corrected for non-linearities in the amplifier chain and the
ADC. Additional calibration points were obtained by means of a ultra-high precision
pulser. The procedures applied in spectrum stabilization, spectrum analysis, cali
bration and non-linearity correction are described in detail in ref. 16). The response
function of the spectrometer was experimentally determined with a set of absolutely
calibrated gamma-ray sources e7Co±2 %; 203Hg± 1 %; 22Na± 1%; 137CS±2 %;
54Mn±1 %; 6°Co±1 % and 88Y±2%).

The five-crystal pair spectrometer consisted of a planar germanium diode and four
bevelled 7.62 cm 0 x 7.62 cm NaI(TI) secondary detectors. A coarse investigation of
the total spectrum above 2480 keV was performed using a diode with 2.7 cm2x 0.2 cm
sensitive volume. In a second run the spectrum between 4330 and 6230 keV was
studied in more detail. A Ge(Li) counter with 7 cm2x 0.7 cm volume was used in this
measurement. The energy resolution was 8.3 keV FWHM at 6000 keV gamma-ray
energy. The calibration is based on the following standards:

14N(n, y) 4508.8±0.3 keV 1
5268.5±0.2 keV I
5297.4±0.3 keV ) (ref. 23»).
5533.0±0.3 keV
5562.0±0.3 keV
6322.1 ±0.4 keV

The procedures in spectrum stabilization and analysis, in calibration and non
linearity correction were similar to those applied in the low-energy region. For the
second run the response function was determined using the well-known intensities 24)
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from the reaction 14N(n, y)15N. Gamma-ray intensities below 4330 keV are based on
the results of Monte. Carlo calculations for the double-escape peak efficiency of
planar Ge(Li) diodes 25). The uncertainties inherent in this procedure introduced
relatively high errors in the intensities below 4330 keV.

The coincidence speetrometer consisted of a 34 cm3 coaxially drifted germanium
counter and a 7.62 cm 0 x 7.62 cm NaI(Tl) detector. Abrief discussion of the tech
nique used for analysing complex coincidenee spectra by means ofan on-line computer
may be found in ref. 17).

2.3. NEUTRON BEAMS

The anti-Compton speetrometer and the pair spectrometer were located at the two
exits of a tangential beam hole which passes through the heavy water reflector öf the
reactor FR2. The external targets were irradiated only by neutrons emerging from a
75 mm long 50 mm 0 graphite scatterer placed in the centre of the channel. Bismuth
single crystal filters of 20 cm length reduced the fast neutron and gamma contami
nation in the beams. For the coincidenee measurements thermal neutrons from a radial
reflector channel were diffraeted from the (111) planes of a 4 cm thick lead single
crystal at a Bragg angle of 12.2°. Details on the geometrie arrangements and the
properties of the neutron beams may be found in refs. 1,2) and the literature cited there.

3. Experimental results

3.1. NEUTRON CAPTURE GAMMA-RAY SPBCTRUM IN THB BNBRGY RANGB 125 TO
1710 keV

Gamma-ray energies and intensities as observed with the anti-Compton spectro
meter from the enriched sampie are summarized in table 2. Due to the complex structure
of the spectrum, part of the lines may represent closely spaced doublets 01' triplets.
If a peak which is now assumed to correspond to a single gamma ray turns out to be
a multiplet, the energy given in the table refers to the centroid and the intensity is the
total intensity of the components. For determining the quoted uncertainties in the
energy values eonsideration was given to: (i) the statistical fluctuations in the spectrum,
(ii) the goodness of fit obtained in the spectrum analysis, (iii) possible errors in the
non-linearity correetion function and (iv) the uncertainties associated with the energy
standards.

The gamma-ray intensities listed in table 2 are relative intensities. They were
normalized to a value of 6.8 for the 531.54 keV line. This value was adopted from
ref. 3). As stated by the author the deviation from the absolute intensity in photons
per 100 captures is not more than about 30 %. The errors quoted for the intensities in
table 2 include uncertainties arising from the statistics, the fitting procedure and the
spectrometer response function.

In order to facilitate the survey of the data, the last column in table 2 gives the
assignment of the lines in the gamma-ray transition diagram (see sect. 4).
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TABLE 2

Neutron capture gamma rays in the energy range from 125 to 1710 keV

Ey ±LlEy I y ±Llly Assignment a) j
(keV) (eV) remarks

131.70 250 0.3 b) 0.1 413 --+ 282
148.43 200 0.3 b) 0.1 413 --+ 265
160.4 500 <0.2 b) 442 --+ 282
162.9 600 <0.1 b)
167.4 500 <0.1 b)
174.0 500 <0.1 b)
177.65 450 <0.1 b) 178--+0
184.31 60 11.0 b) 2.0 168
193.5 500 <0.1 b)
198.30 70 6.3 b) 1.5 168
207.84 80 10.0 2.0 208 --+ 0
217.51 100 0.53 0.10 168
221.9 500 0.05 0.01 168
226.9 600 <0.03
231.9 600 <0.03 168
237.78 120 0.13 0.02 668 --+ 430
249.8 600 <0.03
255.81 150 0.19 0.04 168
269.23 300 0.10 0.02 168
274.4 800 0.10 0.03 167; sma11168
277.8 900 0.09 0.02 167
284.68 80 3.85 0.76 168
294.0 700 <0.03 168
308.7 600 <0.03 decay 171
315.57 200 0.085 0.017 746 -+ 430; R:I 50 %168
317.4 800 <0.04 u
321.35 100 0.71 0.11 668 -+ 347
333.93 80 2.5 0.4 150Sm
337.88 450 0.05 0.02 u
346.50 70 4.90 0.75 347 -+ 0
350.84 250 0.14 0.03 167; impurities contribute
357.4 750 <0.03 u
365.8 500 <0.03 u
371.35 180 0.135 0.028 168+167
379.84 200 0.146 0.030 168; d
382.95 480 0.046 0.010 168
386.33 250 0.087 0.018 668 -+ 282
396.46 150 0.245 0.040 168
398.90 160 0.21 0.02 746 --+ 347
403.20 150 0.186 0.025 668 -+ 265; R:I 20 %150Sm
406.68 280 0.08 0.02 167; R:I 25 %150Sm
416.99 180 0.42 0.06 d; 763 -+ 347; R:I 15 %168
422.34 100 0.49 0.05 168
426.28 220 0.143 0.020 1179 -+ 753
430.00 280 0.137 0.020 d; 430 -+ 0; R:I 80 %168
439.43 80 1.69 0.17 150Sm
444.0 300 0.152 0.022 1254 --+ 753
447.45 100 1.03 0.11 168
453.4 1000 0.06 0.02 167(7)
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TABLE 2

(continued)

Er ±LlEy Ir ±LlIr Assignment a)
(keV) (eV) remarks

455.32 250 0.205 0.045 d; 802 -+ 347; I'::> 25 %168
457.74 250 0.22 0.03 168
460.5 800 0.05 0.03 668 -+ 208
462.62 400 0.14 0.03 d; 745 -+ 282; "'" 40 %168
471.10 C) 400 0.15 C) 0.08 753 -+ 282
474.45 C) 400 0.2 C) 0.1

at least predominant1y 168480.1 C) 800 <0.1 C)
487.93 120 0.88 0.05 753 -+ 265
494.37 90 1.13 0.06 574 -+ 79
498.57 90 1.48 0.08 763 -+ 265; < 10 %168
505.65 180 0.35 0.04 150Sm
511.17 300 comp1ex
515.8 600 0.13 0.06 168; pd
520.6 500 0.33 0.08 d; 802 -+ 282; "'" 30 %168
527.89 280 0.22 0.10 168
531.54 80 6.8 532 -+ 0; intensity

normalization
533.8 500 <0.2 168
543.95 300 0.90 0.30 168
545.34 450 1.14 0.29 753 -+ 208
547.45 350 0.60 0.12 168
554.8 500 0.44 0.07 1086 -+ 532; see text
557.1 900 0.09 0.04 168
559.81 320 1.38 0.13 168
569.11 300 0.55 0.05 168
573.78 90 2.80 0.23 574 -+ 0
578.7 500 <0.2 u; 167(1)
580.23 250 0.25 0.08 168
583.79 300 0.38 0.15 167+168
584.30 450 0.33 0.13 168+15OSm
591.82 150 0.87 0.09 592 -+ 0
593.88 120 1.55 0.15 802 -+ 208
601.80 350 0.29 0.06 168
603.85 250 0.73 0.07 1135 -+ 532; see text
613.53 280 0.275 0.040 predominantly
617.14 280 0.315 0.035 167
620.47 320 0.19 0.05 168
631.76 80 3.03 0.27 168
639.32 180 0.45 0.05 168+"",25 %167
645.74 150 0.97 0.09 d; 1059 -+ 413, "'" 40 %168

see text
650.0 500 0.10 0.04 167(1)
656.9 600 0.06 0.03 u
661.18 320 0.17 0.04 167
668.3 700 0.06 0.03 pd; 668 -+ 0, 168(1)
674.25 220 0.31 0.04 pd; 168+15OSm
679.2 800 0.135 0.027 168
687.48 400 0.07 0.02 168
691.80 220 0.33 0.05 pd; 167+168
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TABLE 2
(continued)

E ±LlEy I y ±Llly Assignment a)
(ke\r) (eV) remarks

694.9 500 0.07 0.02 167
700.6 600 0.04 0.02 168
703.5 500 0.10 0.03 168
712.59 250 0.46 0.09 168+15OSm
715.29 200 0.91 0.13 168
719.98 180 I.l6 0.12 168
723.4 900 0.17 0.07 168
730.69 80 4.98 0.50 168
737.62 200 0.83 0.09 d; 168+15OSm
741.37 90 2.85 0.25 168
748.24 180 0.71 0.07 168
756.3 1000 0.08 0.03 u
761.9 1000 0.07 0.03 u
767.9 1000 0.05 0.03 u
777.0 700 0.11 0.04 1059 -7292
779.9 500 0.16 0.04 168
789.83 280 0.25 0.05 168
794.00 250 0.28 0.04 1059 -7265
798.98 220 0.88 0.09 168
810.53 120 2.42 0.24 167; see text
815.97 80 18.6 1.7 168
821.04 120 2.98 0.30 168
823.93 450 0.74 0.15 168
829.94 180 1.97 0.30 168
832.2 650 0.44 0.17 168
840.8 500 0.27 0.08 1254 -7413; small

contribution 168
845.2 900 0.10 0.05 u
853.40 90 3.54 0.36 168
862.39 200 0.79 0.08 168
870.5 500 0.17 0.04 1135 -7265
878.52 180 0.46 0.06 1086 -7 208
884.45 280 0.24 0.05 168
898.52 150 0.68 0.08 167; f':::i 50 %168
909.37 420 0.16 0.03 1662 -7 753
914.94 80 3.25 0.40 168
924.56 350 0.25 0.05 1206 -7 282
928.83 180 0.76 0.09 168
932.26 350 0.36 0.07 168
940.8 500 0.13 0.03 1206 -7265
944.8 500 0.14 0.03 168
953.3 900 0.11 0.03 168
956.2 900 0.21 0.06 168
962.7 600 0.82 0.10 1227 -7265; f':::i 60 %168
966.1 800 0.53 0.10 168
971.0 700 0.46 0.12 1179 -7208
977.7 800 0.24 0.10 168
981.0 800 0.17 0.07 168
989.1 1800 0.13 0.06 u; 1254 -7265
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TABLE 2

(continued)

EI' ±LlEy 11' ±LlIy Assignment 8)
(keV) (eV) remarks

995.2 600 0.16 0.06 167+168
999.62 250 0.48 0.09 168

1011.4 700 0.56 0.12 167
1012.5 800 0.44 0.18 168
1019.37 180 0.77 0.15 1227 -+ 208
1025.73 250 0.45 0.09 168
1030.1 700 0.15 0.05 167
1037.83 120 1.16 0.20 1384 -+ 347
1049.1 900 0.13 0.06 u
1058.51 300 0.33 0.ü7 167
1063.6 1000 0.09 0.04 pd; 168
1068.2 500 0.25 0.05 168
1088.9 1000 0.08 0.04 u
1095.1 1000 0.17 0.08 168(7)
1098.3 1000 0.13 0.06 168(7)
1106.7 500 0.32 0.06 168
1111.3 800 0.12 0.04 167
1143.0 1000 0.20 0.06 168
1146.68 250 0.62 0.12 pd; 167+168
1159.8 700 0.16 0.05 168
1167.80 200 0.83 0;16 168
1173.41 250 0.46 0.09 impurities contribute
1181.1 800 0.15 0.05 168
1196.5 500 0.24 0.06 168
1201.70 450 0.49 0.09 predominantly d.e. H(n, r)
1212.98 450 0.24 0.05 168
1219.6 1500 0.ü7 0.03 u
1223.35 300 0.47 0.10 1755 -+ 532
1229.45 450 0.28 0.07 168
1235.2 500 0.20 0.ü7 168
1260.4 700 0.14 0.04 168
1264.7 1500 0.13 0.06 168
1273.0 500 0.65 0.13 pd; 167+168
1277.65 250 1.51 0.40 168

···1280.5 500 0.42 0.13 1545 -+ 265
1294.5 500 0.42 0.11 1641 -+ 347
1298.0 600 0.44 0.11 167
1305.2 1200 0.12 0.05 167
1310.2 500 0.93 0.19 168
1324.0 500 0.95 0.20 168
1331.73 450 1.04 0.21 168
1341.5 500 0.48 0.10 167
1351.1 600 0.59 0.18 168
1353.5 600 0.82 0.22 167+168
1359.5 700 0.19 0.08 168
1366.7 800 0.14 0.06 168
1373.3 600 0.28 0.07 pd; 167+168
1381.5 500 0.80 0.16 167
1384.4 900 0.22 0.08 1649 -+ 265
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TABLE 2

(continued)

Ey ±LlEy
(keV) (eV)

1392.6 500
1398.2 1200
1409.5 1200
1414.9 1200
1432.9 800
1437.7 700
1441.5 600
1453.9 500
1485.2 800
1491.7 1500
1503.0 1200
1507.1 1200
1516.3 800
1523.8 700
1534.4 2500
1538.0 2000
1554.1 2500
1556.9 1500
1560.9 1800
1571.2 1200
1581.1 900
1650;2 800
1672.9 900
1708.5 800

0.43
<0.1
<0.15
<0.15

0.18
0.34
0.51
0.82
0.26
0.11
0.23
0.24
0.31
0.37
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.25
0.13
0.16
0.28
0.42
0.19
0.32

0.09

0.07
om
0.10
0.16
0.05
0.05
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.09
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.13
0.08
0.09

Assignments a)
remarks

168
168
168
168
167+168
167
1649 -'>- 208; ~ 25 %168
1662 -'>- 208
167+168
u
167
168
168
167; small168
u
u
u
167+168
168
168
168
168
168
167

Target: ErZ03 enriched to 95.6 %in 166Er. The intensities are normalized to a value of 6.8 for the
531.54 keV gamma ray (see text).

a) If a gamma ray is assigned to a transition between levels with energies E 1 and Ez in 167Er,
this is indicated by E1 -'>- Ez . Gamma Iines which are attributed to 167Er, but were not fitted into the
transition diagram are labelled with the mass number 167. The mass number 168 marks transitions
which are assigned to 168Br. The following abbreviations are used: u = uncertain line, pd = possible
doublet, d = doublet.

b) Below 200 keV the pulse-shape discrimination affects the intensity determination.
C) Energy and intensity determination are affected by background from the reaction 10B(n, a).

A typical sectional display of the gamma-ray spectrum is represented in fig. 1.
The example clearly demonstrates both the high resolution and the effective sup
pression of Compton events.

3.2. NEUTRON CAPTURE GAMMA-RAY SPECTRUM ABOVE 2480 keV

Table 3 summarizes the gamma-ray energies and intensities as obtained with the
pair spectrometer. The detailed analysis performed in the energy range from 4330
to 6230 keV revealed excellent agreement for the 167Er lines with the data which
have been reported in ref. 4). The intensities quoted are relative values normalized
to 100 for the 6171 keV gamma ray. In ref. 4) an absolute value of 23 photons per
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Fig. 1. Sectional display of the capture spectrum as observed with the anti-Compton spectrometer
from the enriched sample.

TABLE 3

Neutron capture gamma rays above 2480 keV

Er ±LlE Ly ±Lllr Assignment ß)
(keV) (keV{ remarks b)

6228.23 0.35 395 40 C -+ 208
6171.2 0.5 100 C -+ 265
6137.0 0.4 13 2 168
6051.5 0.5 10 2 168
5942.8 0.7 5 1 168
5904 C) C-+ 532
5877.6 0.4 18 3 168
5682.8 0.7 R>10 d; C -+ 753; 168
5670 C) C -+ 763
5634.2 0.7 <10 C -+ 802
5369.4 0.7 8 2 168
5359.6 0.9 16 3 168
5351.0 0.9 20 3 C -+ 1086; R> 15 %168
5293.2 0.8 17 3 d; 168
5257.7 0.6 19 4 C -+ 1179
5242.1 0.7 5 2 168
5210.2 0.9 58 10 C -+ 1227; R> 15 % 168
5169.7 0.6 12 2 168
5139.5 . 1.2 1.6 0.8 168
5119.6 0.9 4.5 1.0 168
5112.4 0.7 10 2 168
5097.5 1.3 1.5 0.7 168
5071.2 0.7 5.0 1.5 168
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TABLE 3

(continued)

Er ±LlE Ir ±LlIr Assignment a)
(keV) (keV{ remarks b)

5051.3 0.7 16 4 C -+ 1384
5034.3 1.1 6.5 2.0 168
5002.4 0.9 5.0 1.5 168
4993.7 1.5 2 1 u; 168
4983.8 0.8 5.0 1.5 168
4959.0 1.4 1.8 0.9 168
4945.9 0.8 5.3 1.5 168
4921.8 0.5 16.5 3.5 168
4896.0 1.5 4.6 1.5 168
4891 C) C -+ 1545
4877.3 1.5 1.5 0.7 168
4871.0 1.5 7 1 C -+ 1565
4853.5 2.0 2 1 168
4801.0 0.6 7.3 1.5 168
4792.8 2.0 6 2 C -+ 1641
4787.0 1.5 17 3 C -+ 1649
4775.3 0.9 25 5 C -+ 1662
4744.9 1.0 6.1 1.5 168
4716.6 0.9 28 5 C -+ 1719
4682.0 0.9 18 4 C -+ 17'55
4671.0 1.3 3.0 1.0 168
4659.1 1.4 2.2 0.7 168
4644.0 1.0 7 2 C -+ 1792; ~ 60 %168
4625.9 1.2 7 2 C -+ 1810; ~ 25 %168
4614.0 1.1 2.7 0.9 168
4597.9 2.5 1.0 0.5 u; 168
4576.3 1.0 3.8 0.9 168
4567.3 1.0 8 2 C -+ 1869
4538.9 1.1 2.8 0.6 168
4510.2 1.5 3.7 0.8 168
4513 C) C -+ 1923
4498.9 1.8 5.0 1.0 168
4486.7 1.1 17 4 C -+ 1950; partially 168
4445.4 0.8 5.6 1.2 168
4390.9 0.8 8.6 1.8 168
4372.0 1.5 10 2 C-+2065
4358 6 <5 168
4341 5 <8 C -+ 2095
4331 5 10 3 C -+ 2105

4326 6 79 Note: Second group of
4285 8 <35 transitions; no particu1ar
4270 5 65 effort made after this
4247 8 <42 point to separate the 167
4229 7 <35 intensity from other Er
4176 7 53 isotopes
4160 5 100
4129 6 68
4112 5 79
4075 6 53
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TABLE 3
(continued)

Er ±LlEr 1,y ±L1Ir Assignment n)
(keV) (keV) remarks b)

4054 7 47 d
4040 8 <35
4013 7 50 d
4002 7 <35
3990 5 58
3980 7 <35 u
3973 5 39
3956 6 <35
3942 7 <35 u
3922 6 45
3915 5 55
3891 4 58
3874 6 42 d
3851 5 79 pd
3822 6 44 pd
3804 5 62
3788 6 39
3782 5 55
3771 6 50
3757 4 94
3743 7 <35 u
3717 4 65
3696 4 76
3685 5 50
3675 7 <35
3655 5 55
3641 7 <28
3625 7 <28 u
3616 5 62
3584 4 68
3574 7 <35

3541 4 100 Note: Third group of
3518 4 83 transitions
3494 6 41 d
3466 5 64
3452 6 56
3443 6 41
3429 4 79
3399 4 76
3364 5 31
3354 5 36
3343 4 41
3320 4 52
3309 5 35
3295 5 38
3263 5 38
3249 5 48
3240 5 64 d
3225 7 28
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TABLE 3
(continued)

Ey ±LlEy Iy ±LlIy
(keV) (keV)

3210 7 34
3202 5 39
3194 6
3173 6
3162 4
3140 4
3116 7
3099 4
3091 6
3076 4
3058 7
3043 5
3033 5
2988 6
2972 5
2954 6
2943 4
2923 6
2907 6
2891 4
2870 6
2854 5
2830 5
2812 5
2800 6
2786 6
2766 7
2753 7
2736 7
2728 5
2705 6
2696 5
2674 7
2660 6
2648 6
2620 6
2597 6
2574 6
2554 8
2532 8
2520 8
2506 8
2481 8

Assignment n)
remarks b)

pd

d

d

u

u

pd

d

u

Target: Er203 enriched to 95.6 %. The intensities are relative values. They are normalized within
three subgroups to a value of 100 for the gamma rays at 6172.2, 4160 and 3541 keV.

a) C --+ Ea denotes primary transition from compound state in 167Er to level with excitation energy
Ea ; 168 marks transitions assigned to 168Er.

b) d = doublet, pd = possible doublet, u = uncertain line.
C) Gamma rays not established with confidence; energy values adopted from ref. 4).
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1000 captures has been assigned to this transition. The above remarks (subsect. 3.1.)
on the evaluation of the errors and the possible occurrence of unresolved complex
structures also apply to the energy interval discussed here. Four weak gamma-ray
lines (at 5904, 5670, 4891 and 4531 keV) which have been observed in ref. 4) could
not be established with confidence due to the still insufficient enrichment of the target.
At least two of these lines (at 5904 and 5670 keV), however, are weH consistent with
the level scheme derived from the present research (cf. fig. 2) and their existence is
confirmed by the coincidence measurements described in subsect. 3.3.

In the energy range from 2480 to 4330 keV no particular effort was made to separate
the 167Er intensities from other isotopes. Since the intensities are based on theoretical
response functions, the)' were normalized to 100 for an intense line within each of two
subgroups.

3.3. COINCIDENCE MEASUREMENTS

High-resolution coincidence spectra covering the low-energy region were obtained
with the germanium detector by setting digital windows in the high-energy spectrum
of the NaI counter. The precise knowledge of the singles spectra was of considerable
aid in selecting optimum window widths and positions and in interpreting the results.
The spectra suggest the following coincidence relationships: 5210-1019 keV,
(5210-963 keV), 5258-971 keV, 5634-594 keV, 5634-455 keV, 5670-499keV,
5670-417 keV, 5683-545 keV, 5683-488 keV, 5683-471 keV and 5904-532 keV.

4. Transition diagram of 167Er

The present research suggests a considerably extended transition diagram as
represented in fig. 2. The arrow widths give an approximate indication of the gamma
ray intensities. Most of the lines were fitted into the diagram using the Ritz com
bination principle. Transitions marked with the letter "c" have been c1early observed
in coincidence measurements and their position in the decay scheme is well established.
Dashed arrows mean that the available data suggest the existence ofthese gamma rays
and the position shown, but the assignment is considered to be somewhat tentative.
Transitions labelled with an asterisk have been adopted from previous investigations
provided that the assignment is consistent with the present study. For the sake of
completeness the results obtained from charged-partic1e reactions have also been
inc1uded in the decay scheme. Levels labelled with the letter "a" have been ob
served in (d, p) reactions 5). Letter "b" indicates excited states detected in inelastic
scattering of deuterons 6). If a gamma-ray transition with energ'y be10w 350 keV
has also been reported from crystal diffraction measurements 3), the energy value
was taken from the previous data because ofthe higher accuracy in this energy region.

Several missing gamma rays which are expected on the basis of the proposed
decay scheme could not be identified with confidence since they are obscured by
strong transitions arising from 168Er or chemical contaminants in the sampie.
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Fig. 2. Transition diagram of 167Er. See comments in the text.
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For instance, the level at 852 keV should be de-excited by gamma rays with energy
439 and 570 keV which proceed to the levels at 413 arid 282 keV. This follows from
the systematics when looking at the data which we have obtained for the isotonic
nucleus 1) 169Yb. Both transitions coincide in energy with strong lines from 150Sm
and 168Er. Possible transitions de-exciting the same level to the states at 347 and 430
keV are obscured in a similar manner. Other examples are the gamma rays at 821,
851 and 914 keV which are expected to proceed from the levels at 1086, 1059 and 1179
keV. The gamma line observed at 545 keV is most probably a doublet with a very
small energy spacing. The second component is believed to de-excite the 810 keV
state (see also 16 9Yb in ref. 1)).

The spectroscopic interpretation given in the transition diagram is based on a
detailed analysis of the experimental data and on the theoretical considerations
described in the subsequent sections of this report. Only the dominant components
of the structure have been included in fig. 2. For details we refer to table 6 in sect. 5.
As is to be expected from the results for the isotonic species 165Dy and 169Yb,
considerable band mixing is also observed in 16 7Er. While for the positive parity states
both Coriolis coupling and quasiparticle-phonon interaction exhibit important
influence, the properties of the negative parity states are mainly determined by quasi
particle-phonon interaction. The effects due to rotation-vibration interaction are in
general smalI. Experimentally, evidence for the presence of configuration mixing
can be deduced primarily from the partial gamma-ray half-lives, the branching ratios
to different rotational bands and the excitation energies. This will be discussed in
more detail in sect. 6. A very obvious example for strong band mixing is provided by
the anomalous de-excitation of the gamma-vibrational band at 763 keV.

Some levels in fig. 2 require special comments. Investigation of the (d, p) reaction5)
revealed two relatively weak states at 595 and 654 keV which remained unassigned.
In this excitation region the Nilsson orbital ~+ [642] is expected (cf. table 6). From
the view of the theoretical differential (d, p) cross sections for this state there is a
possibility that one of the observed levels is the -!+ member of the -t + [642] orbital.
Only minute intensities are predicted for the other members of this band. On the
other hand, the -t + level should be populated in the (n, y) reaction with marked in
tensity. De-excitation is expected to occur preferably to the ground state by MI
radiation. The only gamma ray which has reasonable intensity and energy and which
is not placed elsewhere in the decay scheme is that at 592 keV. This line was not
detected in coincidence with primm"y transitions above 5000 keV and, in fact, the -t+
level should not be populated direct1y from the capture state with measurable intensity.
In 169Yb the (d, p) and (d, t) reactions 26) revealed a rotational band at 584 keV
which has tentatively been assigned as the orbital -t+ [642]. In the (n, y) reaction on
this nucleus 1) a very strong transition was observed with an energy of 591 keV.
For intensity reasons it is likely that this gamma ray corresponds to a ground state
transition. In ref. 27) the multipole character was found to be MI and the -t+ [642]
state was placed at 590 keV. Thus there is some evidence that in 167Er the -t + [642]
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orbital occurs at 592 keV. However, due to the apparent inconsistency with the (d, p)
data this assignment has to be considered to be somewhat tentative. The difficulties in
arriving at definite conclusions are perhaps not too surprising, since one expects
considerable confusion to arise for the positive parity states from strong Coriolis
coupling. In addition the possibility of unidentified impurities in the two positions
of the relevant proton groups cannot be ruled out.

The rotational bands at 1059, 1086, 1179 and 1384 keV occur at excitation energies,
where the mixing of states prohibits confident use of "fingerprint" patterns in the
(d, p) reaction. A very weak proton group has been observed in ref. 5) at 1056 keV.
Three gamma-ray lines can be fitted between a level at 1059 keV and the ·r,·r and
! - members of the -!- - [521] rotational band. One expects in this region the y-vibration
r [521]+ Q22 (cf. subsect. 6.1). The failure to observe primary feeding from the
capture state and the branching ratio of the transitions at 777 and 794 keV are
consistent with this assignment. Unfortunately, the transition to the state -!-- ![521] is
obscured. The 646 keV gamma ray is much stronger than predicted theoretically. If
the assignment -!- - [521] + Q22 is correct, it is therefore probable that only part of the
intensity belongs to the transition leaving the level at 1059 keV.

The occurrence of a primary transition at 5351 keV with likely EI charactel' and the
low-energy data from table 2 suggest a r rotational band at 1086 keV that may be
interpreted as the configuration ·r [521 ]+-!-- [521]+ Qz-z' Into this band two gamma
rays (at 555 and 604 keV) can be fitted which should have EI multipolarity, if their
position in the decay scheme is correct. The intensity of both transitions is much
higher than predicted by theory. Intensity considerations therefore throw same
doubt on the position shown in fig. 2. On the other hand, the calculations for EI
transition probabilities are very sensitive to the parameters used and the results may
be wrong by several orders of magnitude. In addition, the model described here does
not include admixtures of octupole vibrations which might change the calculated EI
transition probabilities considerably.

The high-energy doublet obsel'ved at 5210 and 5258 keV and the de-excitation
data which can be derived from the low-energy singles spectra and the coincidence
measurements give ample evidence for the occurrence of a K = -!- - band at 1179 keV
with rotational members at 1227 and 1254 keV. The characteristic energy pattern
of these levels suggests that the origin of this band is the K = 0 ß-vibration coupled
to the -!- - [521] particle state. Such a band is expected to have inertial and decoupling
parameters similar in value to those for the particle configuration (cf. table 6).
The only alternative K = -!- - state predicted in this energy region has the dominant
structure i - [523] + Qz-z' This rotational band, however, should exhibit a quite dif
ferent de-excitation mechanism and the decouplhig parameter is expected to be smalI.

The intensity of the 5051 keV primary transition is consistent with the assumption
of electric dipole character for this gamma ray. The spin of the 1384 keV state is
therefore -!- - or i -. Since no other radiation from the capture state is observed within
a reasonable energy interval around 5051 keV, the spin i - seems to be more probable.
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In addition, two levels at 1444 and 1526 keV which are populated in the (d, p)
reaction have appropriate energy spacings to fit into a K = t rotational band. Only
one strong transition de-exciting the 1384 keV state can be placed with confidence
into the level scheme. This transition proceeds to the orbital -t- [512]. The multi
polarity should then be MI which is consistent with the observed intensity. A possible
interpretation for the 1384 keV band is that it corresponds to the configuration
r[514]+Q2-2+r[512]+ .... The Nilsson states r[514] and r[512] are con
nected by a large E2 matrix element. Thus the t - [512] state is expected to be strongly
admixed into the wave function of the gamma-vibrational band based on the state
-i - [514]. This admixture may be responsible for the strang MI transition to the orbital
-t- [512], since the corresponding MI matrix element is large. The relative differential
cross sections observed in the (d, p) reaction for the levels at 1384, 1444 and 1526 keV
are not in contradiction to the presence of at - [512] single-particle st'rength.

It is worth mentioning that in virtue of its energy the 810.53 keV gamma ray from
table 2 can be fitted very weIl between the levels at 573.73 and 1384.38 keV. However,
the high intensity seems to be inconsistent with this position in the decay scheme.

Below 1500 keV excitation energy all levels with probable spin values -!- or r
are found to be populated directly from the capture state. A striking feature of the
high-energy spectrum is the small radiation width for the EI transitions to the levels
at 763 and 802 keV and the remarkably high intensity of the 6228 keV gamma ray
which feeds the state -! - [521].

From the most intense primat·y transitions at 6228 and 6171 keV and the corre
sponding level energies we obtain the energy sums 6436.03 keV and 6436.07 keV.
Including the recoil correction the neutron separation energy is calculated to be
6436.15 ± 0.48 keV. The result is in excellent agreement with the previously reported
binding energy for the (n, y) reaction 4) of 6436±3 keV and the (d, p) value of
6434 ± 10 keV. The separation energy 6444 ± 5 keV as derived from mass spectro
metric data t is outside the experimental error of the present research.

5. Theoretical considerations

In order to arrive at a bettel' understanding of the experimental data, calculations
have been performed which take into account pair correlation, quasiparticle-phonon
interaction, rotation-vibration interaction and Coriolis coupling. Since a solution
with the exact Hamiltonian is beyond the possibilities of present theoretical nuclear
physics, it is convenient to use a phenomenological approach. Such a procedure is
justified, if only few additional parameters are introduced, if these parameters have a
weIl defined physical meaning and if an extensive set of data is predicted which can
be examined experimentaIly. The calculations that will be outlined here very briefly
reveal the excitation energy and structure of individual levels, absolute transition
rates and partial gamma-ray half-lives, multipolarity mixtures and branching ratios.
Details ofthe model may be found in refs. 1,11).

t Private communication cited in ref. 4).
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The Hamiltonian is written as 28,29)

H= Ho+H',
with

Ho = HN+Hoc '

Here HN is the Nilsson Hamiltonian 30) and HOc describes the undisturbed collective
motion, i.e. the rotation of the nucleus and the ß and y vibrations. The interactions
between the various modes of motion are taken into account by H'. This term includes
the Coriolis coupling, the particle-phonon interaction and the rotation-vibration
interaction.

TABLE 4
Single-particle levels and energies from the BCS-calculation for 167Er

No. Q1f[Nn.A] Sv Ev ET

[hwo] [hwo] [hwo]

1 t+ [660] 0.95 0.315 24.205
2 t +[651] 1.00 0.268 24.163
3 t- [521] 1.04 0.230 24.126
4 ·P[642] 1.08 0.193 24.091
5 t- [523] 1.11 0.166 24.065
6 i+[633] 1.26 0.091 23.996
7 t- [521] 1.28 0.117 24.010
8 t- [512] 1.33 0.170 24.051
9 i- [514] 1.42 0.258 24.132

10 t+[624] 1.51 0.345 24.218
11 t- [510] 1.52 0.355 24.227
12 t- {512] 1.59 0.424 24.295

Legend: S'l = Nilsson single-particle energy,
Ev = quasiparticle energy,
ET = total energy of the nucleus.

Neglect of pair correlations leads to unreasonable matrix elements and serious dis
agreement with experimental results. Therefore the quasiparticle picture nlUst be
applied. BCS calculations have been performed with a set of 36 single-particle levels
using Gn = 0.021 hwo = 26.7JA MeV (hwo = 41 A-t MeV = 7.45 MeV). The
energies near the Fermi level were taken from the energy set I reported in ref. 31)
with only the single-particle level r [514] shifted by -0.03 hw o. The other energies
were adopted from ref. 32). The single-particle states near the Fermi level are sum
marized in table 4. In column 3 the single-particle energies are listed and in columns 4
and 5 the quasiparticle energies

Ev = [(sv- A- GV;)2+Ll;]t

and the total energy ET of the odd nucleus are given. If Si is the single-particle energy
of the blocked level, then

ET = Si+ 2 L Vv
2(sv-tGV;)-LlrJG.

v*i



TABLE 5

Pairing factors for one-quasiparticle matrix elements (U(i) U~k) - ßV;(i) V(k») TI (U(i) U(k) + vY) V(k»)
kl kz. vv vv

V=Fi, k

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

1 -0.94 -0.93 -0.92 -0.90 -0.54 -0.45 -0.26 -0.09 -0.003 0.003 0.04

2 0.99 -0.92 -0.91 -0.89 -0.52 -0.43 -0.23 -0.05 0.04 0.04 0.08 ...
3 0.99 0.99 -0.90 -0.88 -0.50 -0.40 -0.19 -0.002 0.08 0.09 0.12 '"...

'"4 0.99 0.99 0.99 -0.86 -0.46 -0.35 -0.13 0.07 0.15 0.16 0.19
...
1:l:I

5 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 -0.42 -0.29 -0.06 0.14 0.22 0.23 0.26
;>-
z
0

6 0.69 0.71 0.72 0.75 0.78 0.73 0.78 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.81
~7 0.65 0.66 0.69 0.72 0.75 0.99 0.81 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.86 Z

8 0.52 0.54 0.57 0.61 0.65 0.96 0.99 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.91 I;)

9 0.39 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.92 0.96 0.99 0.94 0.95 0.95

10 0.33 0.36 0.40 0.45 0.51 0.90 0.94 0.98 0.99 0.96 0.97

11 0.32 0.36 0.39 0.45 0.51 0.89 0.94 0.98 0.99 1.00 0.97

12 0.30 0.33 0.37 0.43 0.49 0.88 0.93 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.00

Upper triangle ß = +1; lower triangle ß = -1. The orbitals are numbered according to table 4.

N
.j:>.
v.
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TABLE 6

Theoretical structure of excited states in 167Er

pT Eexp Ethcor Components
(keV) (keV)

-jf+ 0 o i+[633] 90 %, i+ [633HQzo 6%, !+[642] 3%
9+ 79 54 -jf+[633] 86 %, i+[633HQzo 6%, !+[642] 6%-2-

t- 208 192 -1- [521] 92 %, t-[521HQzo 2 %, .~-- [521HQz_z 3 %, ~--[523HQz-z 2% ;6$- 265 248 iI- [521] 90 %, t - [521H Qzo 2.5 %, !-[521HQz_z 2 %, !-[523HQz-z 2%" ~.~-- [512HQz_z 1 %, t- [510] 1%
t- 282 259 t- [521] 92 %, t-[521HQzo 3%, !-[521HQz_z 2.5%, ~--[523HQz-z 2% tI1

i- 413 388 t- [521] 88 %, t-[521HQzo 3 %, !-[521HQz-z 2 %, -~-[523HQz-z 1.5 % ~c
~.- [512HQz_z 2%, t-[510] 2% '"'"-~- 442 407 t-[521] 90 %, t - [521HQzo 3.5 %, .~.- [521HQz_z 2.5 %,~- [523HQz_z 2% ....

s::.::-
t- 347 392} 5-[5 ] 86 %, t-[510HQzz 11 %, t-[521HQzz 1%7- 430 479 2 12-"
~.- 537 588 ~. - [512] 84%, t-[510HQzz 11 %, t-[521HQzz 1 %, i·- [521] 2%

~.- 668 647 ~·-[523] 81 %, t-[521HQzz 16%, i-[523HQzo 2%
i- 746 723 !- [523] 80 %, t- [521HQzz 14 %, ~.- [523HQzo 2%, i-[512] 1 %, i- [514] 1%
~-- 845 823~· - [523] 79 %, t-[521HQzz 12 %, t-[523HQzo 2 %, %-[512] 2%, i-[514] 2.5%

!+ (592) 614 !+ [642] 79 %, i+[642HQzo 12%, !·+[651] 7.5%, !+[651]+Qzo 1.5%
i+ (654) 655~+[642] 69 %, !+[642HQzo 12%, %+[651] 13 %, !+{651HQzo 2.5 %, i+[633] 3%
~+ 717 !+ [642] 61 %, P [642HQzo 11 %, i·+[651] 17 %, ~·+[651HQzo 3.5 %, i+[633] 6%

.- 753 816 t-[521HQz-z 61 %, ! - [521] 37%-2-

t- 810 881 iI-[521HQz-z 60 %, !- [521] 36%, !-[512HQz_z 1%
i- 896 978 t- [521HQz-z 54 %, t- [521] 36%, !-[512HQz_z 3.5%, t-[521] 1 %,

-~-[523] 1.5 %, t - [510] 1.5%

.lJ-+ 711 835 i+[633]+Qzz 94 %, ii-J6421-l:.Q.z.2 4.8 %.
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t- l;S2 l;OO l-{SI2HQ2_2 SS%, t-[SI0] 37.S %, ~- [SI2HQ2_2 S %, t- [S21HQ2_2 2%
7- 940 880 !-[SI2HQ2_2 49 %, t-[510] 34%, j-[512HQ2_2 5%, i·-[521HQ2_2 6 %, t-[521] 2%"2"

j-[521HQ2_2 1%

!.+ 532 757 i+[633]+Q2_2 81 %, !·+[651] 15%, j+[651]+Q20 3%
~.+ 574 803 i+[633]+Q2_2 84%, !·+[651] 10%, j+[651]+Q20 2 %, §-+ [642] 1 %, !+ [642]+Q2_2 2%
i+ 862 t+[633]+Q2_2 85 %, t +[651] 7%, j+[651HQ22 1 %, !+[624HQ2_2 1 %, !+ [642HQ2_2 5%

j;- (1059) 1128 i·-[521HQ22 80 %, !- [523] 15%, !-[512] 2%2'

i- 1232 t-[S21HQ22 56 %, ~.- [523] 13 %, t- [510HQ2_2 2%, ·~-[514] 18 %,
i-[514HQ2_2 2.5 %, !·-[512] 4%, ·~·-[512HQ22 1.5 %

!- 1086 1409 ! - [521] 60%, t-[521HQz-2 37 %, !-[521HQ2o 2%
l- 1135 1474 !.- [521] 58 %, t-[521HQ2-2 36 %, ! - [521 H Q20 2%, !-[523HQ2_2 2%
7- 1206 1567 t- [521] 55 %, i'- [521HQ2_2 36 %, j-[521HQ20 3 %, ~.- [523HQ2_2 2.5 %, !- [512HQ2_2 1%"2"

7- 1112 t-[514] 68 %, j- [512HQ22 9 %, t- [521HQ22 21 %,1i
!- 1212 t - [514] 56%, !·-[512HQ22 8 %, i-[521HQ22 31 %, t-[521] 1%

~

3- 1384 1295 t - [512] 41 %, t-[514HQ2-2 38 %, t- [510HQ2_2 16%, ~·-[523HQ2_2 3% '""2- ....
!- 1444 1360 t - [512] 37 %, i-[514HQ2-2 36 %, t-[510HQ2_2 14%, ~·-[523HQ2_2 8%, !;'

0;
t-[521HQ22 2%, !-[521] 1 %, >z

i- 1526 1454 t-[512] 32 %, i- [514HQ2-2 33 %, t- [510HQ2_2 11 %, ~.- [523HQ2_2 15 %, t:I

t - [521 H Q22 5 %, !-[521] 2%, 25
~

t- 1462 !-[523HQ2-2 97 %, t-[521HQ2o 2%, i-[521] 1% z
0

~-- 1504 !- [523HQ2-2 92 %, i- [521HQ2o 1 %, t- [521] 1 %, t-[521HQ2_2 2 %, -~- [512] 2%
ft- IS88 -~.- [523HQ2-2 85 %, t- [521HQ2o 4%, t-[521] 1 %, t-[514HQ2_2 2%, t-[512] 4%,

t- [510HQ2-2 2%

]- (1179) 1720 i·- [521HQ2o 93 %, -!.- [521] 2 %, l-[523HQ2-2 1 %, t-[521HQ2_2 4%l!
.~- (1227) 1791 t- [521HQ2o 90%, t-[521] 2 %, ~.- [512HQ2_2 1 %, t- [S21) +Q2-2 7%
.~-- (1254) 1811 t- [521HQ2o 90%, t-[521] 2 %, ~.- [523HQ2_2 3 %, .~- [521HQ2_2 4%
7- 1972 t- [521HQ2o 81%, t-[521] 1%, !-[512HQ2_Z 2 %, !- [521HQ2_2 12 %, t- [510] 1%"2"

t- 1970 !·-[521HQ2_2 93 %, t-[521] 4%, t-[521J+Q2o 3%

IV

"""~
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The relative energies of the one-quasiparticle states may be taken either from the dif
ferences of the Ev, as has been done in this calculation, 01' alternatively from the dif
ferences of the corresponding ET values. The results of both methods are nearly the
same for states far away from the Fermi level, whereas for states near the Fermi level
the excitation energies calculated from the ET are somewhat smaller than those derived
from the Ev' The blocking effect has been taken into account in the way described in
ref. 1).

In table 5 the factors are given by which the single-particle matrix elements are
reduced as a consequence of pairing correlations. The factors in the upper triangle
apply to matrix elements of operators which commute with the time-reversal operator,
as do the EA multipole operators and the operators of the quasiparticle-phonon
interaction. The reduction factors corresponding to matrix elements of operators
which anticommute with the time-reversal operator such as the Coriolis coupling
are listed in the lower triangle. As can be seen from the table, the pairing factors
may deviate considerably from unity. This explains the discrepancies which are ob
tained, when pairing correlations are not taken into account.

Diagonalization has been performed using the orbitals summarized in table 4
together with the connected beta- and gamma-vibrational states (cf. ref. 1)). The
Nilsson functions were calculated with I-l = 0.45, 1( = 0.05 and (j = 0.3. It turned
out that inclusion of the orbital 1-+[660] requires the introduction of additional
parameters since this state causes unreasonable distortion of the positiveparity bands.
In order to avoid the use of additional parameters the results reported here come from
calculations which do not include the orbital 1-+ [660].

The calculations are based on the following parameters: B = hjJo = 22 keV,
Ey = 685 keV, Ep = 1350 keV. Here, B is the rotational parameter with the undis
turbed moment of inertia J o and Ey and Ep are the gamma and beta vibrational
energies. While B was fitted, Ey and Ep were deduced from the level scheme of the
neighbouring nucleus 166Er by applying a proper correction for the blocking effect.

The gamma-vibrational band in 166Er is weIl established to occur at 786 keV.
As concerns the beta vibration, the situation is still unsettled. A 0+ state has been
identified in the decay 33) of 166Ho at 1460 keV excitation energy. However, in a
study of the inelastic scattering of deuterons 34) this level was not 0 bserved and the
authors therefore conclude that it is hardl'y connected with a collective beta vibration.
On the other hand, no alternative level could be detected in the (d, d') reaction as
belonging to a K = 0 band below 2500 keV and for the other even erbium isotopes
the cross sections for exciting the beta vibration were in general found to be smalI.
Thus the level observed in the 166Ho decay provides the only indication of a 0+
state in 166Er. It is worth mentioning that we could very recently t identify the first
K = 0 band in 168Er at 1215 keV with rotationallevels at 1277 keV (2+) and 1411
keV (4+). Theoretical considerations within the quasi-boson approximation 35)
predict very similar beta vibrational energies for 166Er and 168Er. Fortunately

t See preliminary decay scheme in fig. 7, ref. 16). Details given in ref. 13).
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the results of the present calculations are rather insensitive to the choice of Ep except
for the excitation energy of the beta bands themselves.

Table 6 summarizes the theoretical energies and structures of individual levels in
167Er as obtained from the described model.

6. Comparison of experimental and tbeoretical results

6.1. EXCITATION ENERGIES

In fig. 3 the calculated excitation energies for 167Er are compared with the ex
perimental level scheme. In general, the agreement is surprisingly good and this
result supports the spectroscopic interpretation of the observed rotational bands.

E
tkeVJ
2000

7/2-[514]'0,_,
.3/2-[512]

--Experiment
- ••-- Theory

Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental and theoretical excitation energies in 167Er.

Not only the bandhead energies, but also the moments of inertia and the decoupling
parameters are predicted quite weIl. It is not unexpected that the correspondence of
the data becomes worse above I MeV excitation energy. In this region the structure
of the levels is much more complicated than it can result from the present model.
In particular, the neglect of octupole vibrations and noncollective three-quasipartic1e
configurations affects the theory at higher energies increasingly. With respect to the
band r[521]+Q2o+ ..., the uncertainty in Ep as derived from 166Er direct1y
enters into the result (cf. sect. 5).

6.2. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES AND MULTIPOLE MIXTURES

The occurrence of strong band mixing is responsible for various phenomena which
cannot be explained within the framework of simple models. For illustration, tran-



TABLE 7
Transition probabilities and multipole mixtures

IV
VI

Level Transition 1 Transition 2 Intensity ratio 1/1' 0

Ei .YinjKj .YfnfKf muIti- .Yf,nf,Kf , muIti- 02 0'2 Theory") Experimenttheor theor
(keV) polarity polarity H'=J:.O Hf =J:. 0 Hf=O Hf =J:. 0

532 t + ~- 1- -} EI 7 + 7 E2 0 0.0043 0.0013 ±0.0003 b)'2 1f

!- i· EI i+ i E2 0 0.0032 0.0014±0.0003 b)
~.- t EI i\-+ i\- E2 0 0.0001 0.0014±0.0003 b)

668 ß'- ß- !.- .~. Ml+E2 .1-.- 1 E2 8.6 0.59 C) 0.76 1.57 ±0.25 b)" ,,-
fr- .~. M1+E2 1- t E2 7.9 0.27 C) 1.04 1.62 ±0.26 b)
3- 1 M1+E2 -g.- .~- M1+E2 8.6 ~O 0.0014 d) 0.82 0.14 ±0.01 b)1f "2"

0.21 ±0.07 C)

753 t- -~- l- ~. M1+E2 ~-- t M1+E2 0.48 0.13 0.57 0.45 0.77 +0.33
-0.19

l- i M1+E2 t- t M1+E2 0.82 0.13 0.21 0.11 ~ 0.13 ::
0::

763 t- t ~-- t M1+E2 ~-- ~- E2 0.02 0 6.2 4.1 +1.1 n-0.8
t- t M1+E2 t- t MI 0.02 0 f) 1570 ;::; 15 :I:

:>-
'"t- t t- t M1+E2 ß-- ß- M1+E2 0.18 0 6.4 +5.5 c:

802 24 10.0 '"-3.0
~~-- t M1+E2 t- t M1+E2 0.17 0.18 f) 0.19 0.15 +0.7

-0.6
'":-

1059 ß-- .~- t- ~- E2 .~.- t Ml+E2 83 1.24 1.09 < 4 g)

~- t Ml+E2 t- t Ml+E2 28 83 0.50 0.40 0.39 +0.23
-0.17

i- t M1+E2 .3.- l Ml+E2 26 83 0.12 0.24 ~ 2 h)2 2

1086 t- t .~-- t M1+E2 t- t M1+E2 0.13 0.13 0.65 0.70 I)

~-- t M1+E2 ~-- t M1+E2 0.33 0.13 0.15 0.18 < 0.3

1206 7- 3 5- 1 M1+E2 t- t E2 0.08 10-3 20 ~2'2" "2 '2 ~.

1179 t- t t- t MI ~-- t M1+E2 5.103 0 10-3 > 0.3

1227 ~-- t -~-- t M1+E2 ~.- .~. M1+E2 100 104 0.75 0.82 0.44 +0.19-0.12

a) Here, Hf = 0 refers to the adiabatic model incIuding pair correlations; Hf =J:. 0 gives the results when all interaction terms are taken into account.
b) Intensities taken from ref. 7). f) In the adiabatic model both transitions do not exist.
C) Both transitions have multipolarity E2. MI transitions are K-forbidden. g) Transition 1 obscured.
d) Transition 1 is pure E2 radiation, MI is K-forbidden. h) See text (sect. 4).
e) Derived from table 2. I) Transition 1 obscured by a strong gamma ray from 168Er.
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sition probabilities and multipole mixtures have been calculated for several tran
sitions assuming both H' = 0 and H' =1= O. In table 7 the results are compared with
the experimental data. In the adiabatic case the levels were identified with the dominant
component from table 6. This is in reasonable correspondence with the Nilsson model
and the beta- and gamma-vibrational energies.

The transition rates have been calculated using 36,37) gR = 0.18, gr = 0, (gs)eff =

J( -3.83) with J = 0.6 and eeff = 1.0 e. For determining the E2 transition proba
bilities quadratic terms have been included in the collective part of the E2 operator 1).

Several one-quasiparticle states, in particular the orbital! + [651], are admixed into
the gamma vibrational band at 532 keV. These admixtures give rise to the presence
of some single-particle strength in the (d, p) reaction and to the occurrence of EI
transitions to the orbital t - [521]. With H' =1= 0 the intensity of these transitions is
predicted in the correct order of magnitude t.

As a consequence of band mixing the E2 radiation connecting the orbitals -t- [523]
and t - [521] is enhanced and the transitions contain small admixtures of MI ra
diation. A consequence of mixing between the configurations t - [521] +Q2 _2 and
! - [521] is that both rotational bands are de-excited to the t - [521] band predom
inantly by MI transitions.

A very obvious example for strong configuration mixing is provided by the t
rotational band observed at 763 keV. The only Nilsson state with spin and parity t
near the Fermi level is the orbital t - [521]. This state, however, is weIl established to
occur at 208 keV excitation energy. In addition, the assumption ofa pure Nilsson band
requires that the intensity ratio for the gamma rays proceeding from the bandhead
to the!- and t - levels at 265 and 208 keV is 7.0 which is in disagreement with the ex
perimental value ;;;; 15. Thus it is reasonable to assurne that the band at 763 keV
corresponds to the gamma vibrational band based upon the configuration -t- [512]
and, in fact, a collective E2 transition leaving the bandhead is observed. In other
respects, however, the de-excitation shows clear anomalies. From both the first and
second member of the band transitions proceed to the t - [521] Nilsson state which in
intensity considerably surpass the E2 transitions to the "own" intrinsic configuration.
Furthermore, the branching ratio to the 1-- and t - levels is exceptionaI. A reasonable
explanation for these anomalies is provided by assuming a strong admixture of the t 
[510] Nilsson state in the -t-[512]+Q2-2 excitation. It is true that the t-[510]
orbital is expected at much higher energies, but it is connected with the -t- [512]
state by a strong E2 matrix element. In sect. 5 the admixture was calculated to be
38 %. On the other hand, the rotational band at 208 keV consists only to 92 %of the
Nilsson state t - [521]. As can be seen from table 7, the band mixing resulting from H'
explains the observed anomalies quite weIl. Obviously, the transition to the 1-
level is strongly enhanced compared to that reaching the t - state and, in fact, in none

t After completion of the manuscript we got knowledge of a study in which the rotation-vibration
interaction between the ground state and the associated K±2 gammavibrational-bands is investi
gated by means of Coulomb excitation with 160 ions 38).
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of the hitherto known investigations of the nuc1ei 165Dy, 167Er and 169Yb a tran
sition to the ! - level has been detected.

Provided that the interpretation of the 1179 keV band as a beta vibration is correct,
then the intensity of the 971 keV MI transition represents a sensitive criterion for the
strength of single-partic1e admixtures. Presumably the structure is however more
complicated than predicted by the present model (cf. subsect. 6.1) and this might
explain the still insufficient agreement between theory and experiment for the tran
sitions leaving the state at 1179 keV.

When judging the theoretical branching ratios in table 7, one should notice that
we are not dealing with a simple procedure such as that applied in the Alaga rule, but
that the nuc1ear wave functions of three states direct1y enter into the result.

Till now there are no internal conversion data available on 167Er from neutron
capture. It would be very interesting to check the theoretical predictions on the
multipole mixtures by such measurements.

6.3. PARTIAL GAMMA-RAY HALF-LIVES

In general, the low-lying excited states are expected to be essentially characterized
by pure wave functiOlls and, in fact, only small admixtures are predicted for these
states by the calculations described above. Nevertheless even small admixtures may
have a decisive inf1uence on the partial gamma-ray half-lives. This is demonstrated in
table 8 where the theoretical values both for H' = 0 and H' of- 0 are compared with

TABLE 8

Partial gamma-ray half-lives Ttr

Nuc1eus Initial Final Multi- O~heor Ttr<nsec)
confi- confi- polar-

guration gUl'ation ity H'=O H'=J:.0 exp.

167Er t- t[52l1 i+ t[633] E3 3.6 sec 4.3 sec 5.5 sec a)

i- H52l] t- t[52l] Ml+E2 0.74 13.5 23.5 39.4 b)

%- %[512] i+ i[633] EI 0.07 0.1 1.0 C)

t- t[52l] E2 co 8.3 . 104 517
i- t[521] M1+E2 0.030 1.0· 106 85
%- t[521] M1+E2 0.003 5.7' 106 99

i+ (t[633J+Q2_2) i+ t[633] E2 co 7.7' 10-3 8.1' 10- 3 15 '10- 3d)

169Yb %- W12] i+ i[633] EI 0.1 0.3
1.3 b)
4.2 a)

t- t[521] E2 co 2.1 . 104 630 { 102 b)
320 a)

i- t[521] M1+E2 0.055 1.9. 105 135
{ 103 b)

260 a)

%- H521] Ml+E2 0.009 6.3 . 105 110
{ 84 b)

220 a)

a) Ref.39). b) Ref.4O). C) Ref. 7). d) Ref.41).
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experimental data. In all cases the inclusion of band mixing yields an improvement of
the theoretical predictions. This is particularly conspicuous for K-forbidden MI
transitions. Unfortunately the very weak gamma rays which de-excite the state
r [512] to the first three rotational members of the band t - [521] have not yet been
observed for 167Er. Therefore some data on 169Yb have been included in the table
for comparison. It would be very useful to identify the corresponding transitions in
167Er and to measure their intensity, since they provide a direct check of the band
mixing in the low-lying states. The gamma-ray energies are expected to be 65 keV,
82 keV and 139 keV. Thus a diffraction spectrometer will be the most promising
instrument. A very high enrichment of the sample would be desirable.

7. Conclusions

Considerable band mixing effects occur in 167Er. Experimentally these phenomena
can thoroughly be studied by means of the radiative neutron capture process. A
bettel' understanding can be obtained within the framework of the unified model,
if the interaction between all possible modes of nuclear motion is taken into account.
The inclusion of pair correlations is essential for achieving agreement with experimen
tal data. Various properties of the de-excitation mechanism are determined to a large
extent by band mixing, even for low-lying states where the admixtures are small.
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